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Sarna Revived
By SCOTT MILLS - SEC.

Following one of the Student
Hour presentations last spring,
several of us faithful freshmen were
discussing the status of our
initiation into the world of
medicine. All a~eed that 'we were
generally growing in knowledge,
but little in wisdom. The particular
singlemindedness
that
medical
school
was
demanding
was
transforming us into lesionaires and
triviates, allowing us so little area
for deviation. We were aware of and
dissatisfied with the system's
overpqwering
emphasis
on
a c ade mic
achievement
with
disregard to areas of personal
growth and the physicians changing
relationships
within
the
community.
SAMA, we thought, could be a
mechanism for widening the scope
of our educational experience at
MCG, rather than only a distributor
of magazin~s and life insurance. So
we decided to offer a slate of
freshmen as officers in hopes that
we could begin several programs of
educational and service orientation.
Our candidates for treasurer and
secretary, Jim Knight .and myself,
were elected through a somewhat
dubious elective process. Since this
article is obviously to arouse
interest in our programs, let me tell
you what SAMA has been doing
this year.
In Novemoer, Linda Robe.rts,
Julian Hutchins, Joe Keenan, and
myself attended the Southeast
Regional Convention of SAMA in
Atlanta where twenty medical
schools from across the South were
represented. It was the first time in
five years anyone from MCG had
attended. We were encouraged to
learn that the · organization on the
national level is well organized and
informed, and is ready to help us,
not only financially but also with a
vast source of educational materials
for a variety of projects.
Many of you are aware o.f the
extremely
high
incidence of
venereal disease in the Augusta
area.· We are presently investigating
the level· of education in the local
schools pertaining to V.D. to see if
SAMA might be of service in this
area. We already have a complete
educational program to present, but

there ·are, of course, many ) entitled "The Future of Medical SAMA has provided students every
administrative details yet to be Practice". Topics discussed include day this year to tour around
worked out.
,i the inevitability of peer review and campus those nervous prospective
Georgia is one of only a few 1' the Weed system of medical freshmen on their harrowing day of
states that doesn't have an ' records. They have also promised to interviews. Thanks goes out to all
operational MECO Project. This discuss the changes that will have to of you who have helped.
program, sponsored in conjunction occur in medical school curriculums
So progress is being made.
with the national office, provides a if physicians are to be adequately Projects are well underway and
marvelous opportunity for students trained for that world to come.
SAMA is to have a voice in the
to work with physicians in private
there are several other projects newly
formed
Student-Affairs
practice and in small community SAMA has undertaken this year. Committee which will work with
hospitals and clinics during their The MCG Student Directory, the administration and faculty in all
elective or free time. We are now jointly sponsored with WA-SAMA, areas of student concern. If these or
communicating with the SAMA of was distributed last month, and the any other possible projects are of
Emory, who have expressed interest annual SAMA-WA-SAMA dance interest, let us hear from you.
in working with us.
will be held this winter. Also,
In a rapidly fluctuating society
,~~~~~~1
where goals and values are often
The winner of the WONDER FROG
~
illdefined and life styles change so
CONTEST is Susan Short, with thirty correct
.
frequently a physician, to be as
.
answers.
.1
helpful as the t:t:Ust placed in him
~ .
. .
. .
d
•
•
•
•
implies, must always strive to
increase his awareness of the
infinite entanglements of the
human dilemma. For those of us
who feel this need at MCG, there
are relatively few opportunities for
By ROBERT B. GREENBLAIT,M.D.
such search. When we learned that
Father Joe O'Brien was struggling
Some years ago, while visiting be liberated, too . Recalling her
to establish a monthly series of Dr.
Christian
Hamburger, operation , she added, "I can look
lectures and discussioo.s with Co ·penh age n 's
reno w ned back and see this was the beginning
speakers from across the country, endocrinologist, I noticed the of a sexual revolution".
we were anxious to help, since this photograph of an attracfive lady on
The announcement of Christine's
was also one of our specific goals. the wall of his study. On inquiry, sex change triggered an explosive
This series will be concerned with my colleague informed me that it response. Within a few years, Dr.
the
entire
conglomerate
of was · Christine Jorgensen,
the Hamburger was inundated by
questions that lie beyond the transsexual. The New York Daily hundreds of requests. Dr. Jean
molecular level in the practice of News heralded
this
dramatic Vague of Marseilles, in a treatise on
medicine, but will not be restricted happening with a headline - "Ex the subject, wrote that abnormal
to topics of only medical interest. GI, Becomes Blond Beauty", and desire for sex transformation was
For example, programs that are displayed before ·and after pictures. widespread and endemic, and that
now
being . planned
ipclude The report read "George W. he had been approached by more
Jorgensen, Jr., son of a Bronx than 125 individuals who clamored
discussion~ of eastern religions,
human sexuality, woman's role in carpenter, served in the Army for for' the operation. The team at
medicine, and the philosophy of two years and was given an Johns Hopkins Hospital undertakes
science. Harmon Sinith, noted honorable discharge in 1946. After two cases a month and has a long
author of Ethics and the- New six operations, Jorge.n sen's sex has waiting list. Several centers in this
Medicine of Duke University, been changed and today she is a country and abroad now offer this
initiated the series with a discussion striking woman working as a service.
Did Christine Jorgensen really
in
Denmark".
on
the
topics of abortion, photographer
euthanasia, eugenics, and the care Christine returned to the United start a sexual revolution? Was her
of the dying patieht. (I should add, States and repeatedly has made the sexual transformation something
at this point, that this program was scene: marriage, divorce, night club new? Nihil novi. Historians record
Father O'Brien's particular baby, entertainer, lecturer. Recently, I that the Roman Emperor Nero, in a
and not one of SAMA's originals. found an item in the International public ceremony, . married the
By next fall, though, we hope to Herald Tribune (September 30, eunuch Sporus who was attired in
give this series some financial help 1972) reporting an address to a feminine dress. Sporus, a spadone
as well as intellectual stimulation.) group of students at the University (only
testes
were
removed)
continuing the program is a joint of Minnesota. While discussing the underwent, so it was rumored,
presentation by Dean Russell women's liberation movement, Miss another operation to beco ·"le as like
(See CHRISfiNE, Page 3)
Moores and Dean Robert Crounse, Jorgensen stated that men need to

Voluntary Emasculation
The Christine Jorgensen Syndrome
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What's Wrong
With Augusta Entertainment
I!

Part Ill: Miscellaneous

By LARRY DAVIS
After T.V. and movies, what can I say about entertainment in
Augusta? Well, to be honest folks , not too terribly much. But I will try
to eke out just enough so I will have a third part to this venomous
column. If you don't like Augusta T.V. or don't want to pay $2.00 to
see Dr. Zhivago for the fourth time around, there is always :
I. Radio - Actually , there is absolutely nothing wrong with Augusta
radio as long as you like country and western, rock and roll, gospel, or
soul music. However, if popular, jazz, or classical music is your
bag .. . I hope you own a record player. With one or two exceptions,
the latter sounds are a rarity on tuners in Augusta. Nevertheless, with
God's help and a tall antenna you may pick up Atlanta or Columbia
(this has a familiar ring doesn't it?)
Buzz, buzz, buzz ... we interrupt this column to bring you an on the
scene .accident report from our roving WQQB ·reporter, Gore Vital.
Come in, Gore.
. . . This is Gore Vital. Thanks to one of the cops on our payroll, we
were immediately notified of · a terrifie accident here on Highland
Avenue. A motorist; a 24 year old white male who lives between 18 98
and 1902 Highland Avenue, was returning home from work in his 1942
green Studebaker, license no; RFK942; when he hit a telephone pole
just minutes from his red brick home. The victim, who is a junior at
Augusta Collegt; and works part time at the Lily Cup Factory (11 to 7
shift), must have fallen asleep at the wheel. As is our policy, we are
withholding his name until .notification of his next of kin.
II. Shopping Facilities - In the winter of 1974;about six months
after the completion of my training which is my tenth straight year in
Augusta; the long awaited giant shopping center that was originally
planned for Highway 1 and the Fort Gordon Highway will be
completed. When I first heard about this facility, I rushed to Atlanta to
get a Rich's credit card which could be used ·here at the Augusta
branch. Ha! They could start now just filling in the ruts made by
erosion and it would take them until 197 5. I mean like , only a fool
would go past the site in a car without air conditioning in the summer
when the wind is ' blowing. This place would put the dust bo.;.,l to

NOTICE: The Cadaver is
short-handed. More staffers
are needed to write articles or
whatever.
Please
contact
editor (via· post office).

shame. It's a good thing they moved the site to Bobby Jones
Expressway and Wrightsboro Road. There is still plenty of topsoil out
there.
As a matter of fact, this dusty area resembles allegorically what is in
fact ... Augusta shopping. What we have here is Bowers, Fields, or
K-Mart. What about Gibsons? Well, if they didn't put their catsup in
among the pants· and jewelry it would still be the last place I would
want to shop. Our shopping centers aren't too bad, put since the advent
of the closed mall foremat ten years ago; the wide-open spread out
stores in Augusta are definitely old hat. Yes, you can always go
downtown to shop. Nestled between Anthropolsky's Hardware, 14
mediocre furniture stores and an endless progression of combination
pawn shop-ammunition dump-portable radio emporiums that kater to
our Kakki Korp .. . are a few small but decent department stores. Only
one drawback, if you are lucky enough to find a parking spot in the
maze of one-way - no turn downtown streets; you had better have a
nickel in your pocket for the parking meter. And remember folks, the
fuzz will not tum the handle for you.
·
III. Restaurants - Occasionally I am lucky enough to attend a party
at the Pinnacle Club, and once every two years my .wife and I go to the
Town Tavern to stand in line. If you have enough gas in your car, you
can get out to T's for some good seafood. There are several other good
dining facilities in Augusta but not as many and not as varied as you
would expect for a town · which hosts one of the greatest sports
spectacles yearly. Oops, I forgot about the three Kentucky Fried
Chickens, three MacDonalds, two Kellys, t wo Shoney's, three Dairy
Queens, two Krystals, two Hardees, two BurgerKings and one Captains
Kitchen (Burp). Someone once said in twenty years the U.S.A. will be
90% asphalt or cement. I beg to differ. At least 30% will be neon and
~ease (over forty billion sold?).
IV. Newspapers- There is not enough in the Sunday newspaper here
with which to wrap dead fish. Besides, the fish would probably object
to all the typographical errors.

I Prefer To Call You "Doctor"
Several years ago when I came to
the Medical College of Georgia, I
observed that the students were
called "Mister" by their teachers. I
students
prefer to call my
"Doctor".
By addressing the students as

Th e Cadaver is an ex-cathedra campus yellow sheet and
sandwich wrap published by the students of the Medical College
of Georgia. Views expressed by our readers are not necessarily
those of the editorial staff. In fact, views expressed by the
editors do not necessarily reflect those of the editorial staff.

"Doctor", there is an immediate
recognition of events which have
forced the participants together.
The student is motivated by a
desire to become a physician; the
teacher is motivated by a desire to
facilitate, to catalyze and to direct
this process. I expect "my
students" to conduct themselves as
physicians, to dress, to talk and to
act as if they were physicians; in
other words, to conduct themselves
as they would if they were the
patient. Medical school is, in part,
an educational process and in part,
a training process. If the student
, acts, behaves, thinks and . accepts
the responsibility as a participant in
the health care delivery, then I am
willing to pay recognition to his
participati,on by referring to him as
"Doctor".
By addressing the
student as "Doctor", he is
reminded that the responsibility for

this patient's well-being rests with
him as well as other members of the
medical team. The student is
reminded of the responsibilities of
his profession. I see no harm and
only benefit to be derived from
recognizing our students with this
"honorary" title.
Paul D. Webster, M.D.
Professor of Medicine
Chief, Section of Gastroenterology

EDITOR'S NOTE: The author is to
be respected for not defining
exactly what he considers to be
proper dress, speech, and action,
thus attempting to insert h·is own
personal proclivitieS. It is assumed
that he respects also the student's
assessment of how he considers his
own hair length, dress code, etc. to
reflect a professional attitude and
responsibility.
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... CHRISTINE JORGENSEN SYNDROME
a female as possible.
Eunuchs, popular in decadent
Rome, became the playmates and
objects of sexual orgies of such well
known
Romans as Octavius ,
Tiberius, and Caligula. Eunuchs
became the darlings of the wealthy
and were sought by the great ladies,
particularly if they were castrated
after maturity. Such spadones do
not necessarily lose their sexual
potentia and Martial depicted their
exploitation ,
"Do
you
ask,
Pannychus, why your Caelia only
consorts with ·eunuchs? Cae.lia
wants the flower of marriage - not
the fruit". Juvenal deprecated this
· departure
from
the honored
standard of Roman manliness.
"Some women," he wrote, "delight
in soft eunuchs and tender kisses,
and in the absence of beard, and
the fact that the use of abortives is
unnecessary." Many of the eunuchs
of this particular era were voluntary
emasculates because they ·enjoyed
their role in society and because
they felt · more feminine than
masculine. The lasciviousness of
ancient Rome is matched by the
sexual permissiveness of our time.
Homosexuality is now regarded as a
mere aberration, lesbianism is
countenanced,
transvestism
abounds, and the desire for sexual
re-orientation is no longer an
isolated pheRomenon.
· Early in the history of mankind,
castration was performed as a
means
of
subjugating
the
vanquished enemy. The function of
castration was to keep human
beings in a state of submissiveness,
just as the gelding of stallions or
castration of bulls makes them
willing beasts of burden. The
forceful castration of humans once
was big business. Castrates were
sold for high prices on the slave
market because they proved to be
faithful servants and harem guards.
Thus,
the
operation, usually
removal of testes only but at times
of the total genitals, was performed
to subjugate man and to tame him.
The cult of the eunuch reached
its zenith in China. Until 618 A.D.
most of them were obtained from
conquered tribes, but during the
T'ang Dynasty the need was greater
than the supply and the castration
o f volunteers was encouraged~
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Males of lowly birth sought this by many who felt that they were
opportunity since it would admit obeying the true Gospel. Sects
them to the Palace where they cropped up from time to time for
would be given the level of work to whom castration was a rite , and
which they were best suited. It such a group, known as the Skoptsi;
became the custom for eunuchs to was discovered in Russia in 1771.
instruct
Imperial
Princes
in The members would simulate the
deportment, speech, etiquette and religious dances of the priests of
their
-historical
knowledge. Ministers-of-state and Cybele,
indispensables were chosen from predecessors, and work themselves
their
lot.
Chinese
eunuchs into a frenzy. Then, each would cut
influenced twenty-five dynasties off both his testicles and phallus
and their services were not with sharp knives or red hot pokers.
abolished until November 5, 1924 In 1874, it is said, there were 5,000
when the last emperor of the Ch'ing Skoptsi. The sect was banished by
the
Russian
authorities
but
Dynasty was overthrown.
In many civilizations there are clandestine groups were uncovered
records of men who, by choice, as recently as 1939. There is some
behaved
like
wo.men.
Thirty reason to believe that some of their
centuries ago, this aberration was outstanding members held, and
linked with the worship of certain may still hold, high offices in
Babylonian deities. And further Russia. Malenkov, the successor to
west among the Phoenicians, the Stalin, is a prime example. In a .
Galli were sexual deviants who chapter entitled "Malenkov and
consecrated themselves to Astarte, Sex" , Robert Frazier implied that
a goddess akin .to the Venus of the Malenkov intended to foster a
early Greeks. In another part of the eunuch elite in the communist
world, the Aztecs encouraged party. The Skoptsi are natural
emasculation for the sole reward of communists in all matters except
being a religious consecrate. Such religion.
Another factor that helped to
an individual, known as a Mujerado,
lost his position in society as a man propagate the cult of the eunuch
and assumed female clothing and was th.e discovery that the voices of
manners. So, too; among the .boys, castrated in their youth,
ancient
Hebrews, . 'consecrated remained a soprano in · pitch that
ones', who actually were deviants was greater in volume and control
or effeminate men, dwelt near the than the voices of women. ,Castrati,
temples. The reforming zeal of King first were chosen for the choirs of
Josiah ultimately prevailed and the Eastern Church and later by the
these abodes of immorality and Catholic, particularly in Italy and
Although
many
boys
heresy were destroyed (2 Kings Spain.
. submitted willingly to castration,
23 : 19).
Yo lun tary
castration
was some were given no choice by their
seriously considered by numerous families, especially if very poor, for
early Christians. They believed it provided them their only
" .... if thy right eye offend thee, opportunity to rise in the world
pluck it out, and cast it from thee, and perhaps win fame and fortune.
for it is profitable for thee that one As "Opera" grew in popularity,
of thy members should perish, and their numbers increased and they
not thy whole body should be cast spread through Europe. Then in
into hell" (Matthew 5: 29). These 1878, Pope Leo XIII forbade this
· words were equated with those practice and their era soon came to
recorded
in Matthew
19:12, a close. Such famous voices as
" ... and there are some eunuchs, Cafferelli, Veilluti, and Farinelli
their
success
to the
which were made eunuchs of men: owed
operation
which,
and there be eunuchs, which have abominable
has been wholly
made themselves eunuchs for the fortunately,
kingdom of heaven's sake". Thus, abandoned for this purpose.
we have an explanation for the
Eunuchs
held
considerable
most celebrated castrate in all political power not only in China
Christendom,
Origen (185-254 but also in Turkey. In Byzantium,
A.D.). The Encyclopedia Britannica during the reign of Constantine II,
describes
him as the
most eunuchs were given precedence over
distinguished and infh.tential of all the uncastrated male in the ·civil
theologians with the possible Service and young patricians
exception , of Augustine. Origen underwent voluntary emasculation
castrated himself so that he might in order to obtain important posts.
work unhindered in the instruction One of the most famous was
Narses, the General who drove the
of women.
The phrase spoken figuratively Goths from Italy. In 1453, when
by Jesus of Nazareth and recorded the Byzantium Empire and its
by Matthew was taken to heart by institutions fell before the Ottoman
religious fanatics. The Valesians, Turks, the palace eunuchs were
the earliest and most famous sect of retained in office and they held key
Christian emasculators, preached positions well nigh into the early
that
salvation
was
won by part of the 20th Century. The
self-emasculation. The doctrine Turks had continued a system that
persisted and was secretly followed enabled the Sultan to maintain

absolute
control
through
an
heirarchy of castrate males.
To get back to the Christine
Jorgensen syndrome, let it be said
that transsexuals are not necessarily
homosexuaL They are, for the
greater part, transvestites who have
a compulsive desire to wear the
clothes of the opposite sex. It is
their earnest belief that they are
actually female but for some error
in
development
of
external
genitalia.
One
presumably
intelligent ·
student,
attending
Vanderbilt University, wrote to ask
if we would do a chromosomal
karyotype on him. He felt that he
was an XX or perhaps a mosaic
XX/XY. He believed if such
.evidence could be brought forward,
his compulsive desire for sex
transformation would have a valid
foundation. The general public
looks upon such transformations as
a form of sexual apostacy. A few
years ago, Vice President Spiro
Agnew, in trying to purge Senator
Charles Goodell of New York,
called
him
the
"Christine
Jorgensen" of the Republican
Party.
The
usage · of
this
opprobrium has become a symbol
of apostacy, be it political or
sexual.
The
transformation
of
hermaphrodites
and
pseudohermaphro.dites into the sex
consonant with their psychic and
emotional
drives
has
been
performed quite frequently and in
most instances with a modicum of
success. Quite dubious, however,
are the end results of surgery that
transform a male into a female,
although the operation is being
performed
with
increasing
frequency in the United States· and
abroad. Dr. Walter Alvarez wrote .
with great sympathy on the subject
and detailed the wrong that was
righted in his patient, Miss Hedy Jo
Star
(formerly
Mr.
Carl
Hammonds). Though Hollywood,
by producing Gore Vidal's novel
"Myra.
Breckenridge"
has
glamorized the transsexual, can it
be said that "all's well that ends
well"? We must not lose sight of
the fact that "There's a divinity
that shapes our ends, Rough"hew
them how we will" . In the case of
Christine
Jorgensen,
Dr.
Hamburger, more or less, succeeded
by surgery and the chronic
ad ministration
of
estrogens.
Though good breast development
occurred and the facial hair
eliminated by electrolysis, the voice
could not be completely changed ·
and took on an affected femaleness,
Whether this so-called transformed
male is now happier in feminine
guise as a "female" performer and
entertainer remains a deeply locked
secret. "The Christine Jorgensen
Story" , a documentary of her trials
and tribulations, is being shown in
(See JORGENSEN,.Page 4)
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There's a sad, sa d tale here ill these
rooms,
cinema theaters. One may ask involuntary, played divers roles
As
dark as storm clouds, damp as
about the emotional stability of from
cooks to chamberlains,
tombs
;
to
military
such persons. Witness the case of ministers-<>f-state
the English author living in leaders, from transvestite wives of And I, poor lass , am left , alack ...
Charleston, S.C. , Gordon Langley Roman Emperors to fathers of the My lithsome laddy won't be back.
Hall. The brilliant biographer of Church. All this is past, but now in
Jackie Kennedy and Lady Byrd our own time we are confronted by How I remember, and I swoon,
Johnso n
submitted
to
sex a different type of would-be This proto-doctor who was doomed,
transformation, then married "her" eunuch who opts for sexual His funny stories for hours on end
chauffeur. Some months later, this transformation. Such individuals Of emergency rooms that he'd been
newly constitute d female began to claim that they are female
in,
experience pseudocyesis. Mens sa na personages · imprisoned in made And of all the knees he 'd aspirated
in corpore sana!
bodies and wish to be liberated Through all the pathways
from their masculine bonds by
phosphorylated!
CONCLUSIONS
surgery and hormone therapy.
I'll not forget. ..
Christine Jorgensen, the voluntary
Through the ages , males subjugated emasculate, started a trend by His litt_ie white coat , so starched of
themselves to castration or became 'Yhich . feminine oriented males
old
eunuchs by their own hand. The could unloose the shackles that Must now be wrinkled grey and
reasons were mostly religious, for bind them to convention; become
cold.
others it was security and possible free to see k a newer world, and But who could know? Not I or you,
material success. History records satisfy some inexplicable hunger.
That he would die of London flu .
that eunuchs, both voluntary
He said to me , his arm supine
With hand so clammy clutched in
REFERENCES
mine,
''To you I leave my pills from lilly,
1. Tompkins, Peter: THE EUNUCH AND THE VIRGIN. Bramhall House, New
York, 1962.
But give my old lab coat to Willy.

It's tie-died Gram's stain,
made-to-order,
With dried E. coli on the border."
He suffered long and was most
brave
Though toward the end how he did
raveThen, violently clutching his little
black case,
And brea thed his last.
Oh, I had asked him for many things,
For endless nights and diamond
rings,
But all that's left , both given and
lent
Is thousands of germs in my apartment.
Yes, many's the time I'd burned and
pined
Only to hear "I haven't the time."
So while I waited for lusts to frre us,
Well, .. All I got was London Virus.
It's a sad, sad tale; but, it's true,
Your love-life suffers with the flu.
Jenny Galbraith

2. Greenblatt, R. B.: SEARCH THE SCRIPIURES: MODERN MEDICINE AND
BIBLICAL PERSONAGES. J. B. lippincott Company, Philadelphia, Pa., 4th
Printing, 1972.
3. Frazier, Robert: quoted by Tompkins, P., in No. 1.
4. ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA, VoL 16, U.S. Ed., 1958.

5. Millant, Richard: LES EUNUQUES A TRAVERS LES AGES, quoted by
Lloyd, C. W. _!!!HUMAN REPRODUCTION AND SEXUAL BEHAVIOR, Lea
and Febiger, Philadelphia, Pa., 1964, p. 448.
6. Mitamura, Taisuke: CHINESE EUNUCHS. Charles E. Tuttle & Company,
Rutland, Vermont, 1970.
7. Ebon, Martin: MALENKOV, STALIN'S SUCCESSOR, McGraw, New York,
1953.
8. Greenblatt, R. B.: Sexual Apostacy. THE CADAVER, Medical College of
Georgia, November 1970.

"You're at the awkward age-foo old for pabulum and
too young for embalming fluid."
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ANSWERS TO WONDER FROG QUIZ
A)

Name the Immediate Sequel Movie to Each of the Following:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

B)

Going My Way- The Bells of St. Mary
The Jolson Story- Jolson Sings Again
A Fistful of Dollars- For A .Few Dollars More
The Robe- Demetrius and the Gladiators
Hercules - Hercules Unchained
Valley of the Dolls - Beyond the Valley of the Dolls
Planet of the Apes - Beneath the Planet of the Apes
Peyton Place - Return to Peyton Place
The Paleface - Son of Paleface
Goldfinger - Thunder ball

Name the Movie Advertised by the Following Lines:
1) Gable's Back and Garson's Got Him - Adventure
2) N'obody's as Good as Bette When She's Bad - Beyond the
Forrest
. 3) I am Tondelayo- White Cargo
4) Love Means Never Having to Say You ~re Sorry- Love Story
5) If a Woman Answers, Hang on for Dear Life- Dial M for
Murder
6) What We've Got Here is a Failure to Communicate - Cool
Hand Luke
7) They're Young, They're in Love, and They Kill PeopleBonnie and Clyde
8) You Are Cordially Invited to George and Martha's for an
Evening of Fun and Games - Who's Afraid of Virginia Wolfe
9) The Motion Picture With Something to Offend Everyone - The
Loved One
10) The Man With Barbed Wire Soul- Hud

C)

Name the Movie Advertised by the Following Symbols:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

D)

A Large Rat - Willard
A Magnified Butterfly - Hellstrom Chronicle
Two Men in a Balloon -Around the World in 80 Days
A large leg and a boy in cap and gown - The Graduate
A gi,rl with heart shaped dark glasses licking a lollipop - Lollita
An upside down girl- Funny Girl
A rabbit leaning against a lightpost - Harvey
A baby carriage on a hilltop - Rosemary's Baby
A girl on a beach, her parasol floating away - Ryan's Daughter
A man sitting on a stepladder with 3 balloons - 1, 2, 3

What Was the First Movie :
1)
2)
3)
4)

fn 3-D - Bwana Devil
With sound (all talking) - Jazz Singer
In TODD-AO - Around the World in 80 Days
Technicolor (Full Length) - Becky Sharp

5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
E)

Cinerama (not a travelogue) - How the West Was Won
Cinemascope- 3 Coins in a Fountain
Stereophonic sound- Jolson Story
Full length cartoon - Snow White
In electronovision - Hamlet
In 3 parts (shown separately)- ·war and Peace

Who Took Third Billing in Each of the Following Movies:
(Example: Leslie Howard was billed after Gable and Leigh in
Gone With the Wind)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

King Kong - Bruce Cabot
Psycho- John Gavin
Anastasia - Helen Hayes
Treasure of the Sierra Madre - Tim Holt
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof - Burl IvesThe Country Girl - Bing Crosby~
Giant - Jimmy Dean
Casablanca - Paul Henreid
Hud- Melvin Douglas
Myra Breckenridge - Raquel Welch

Phone 724-/784
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SAWDUST THERAPY
By MICKY CROUCH, M.D.

EDITOR 'S NOTE: The following
''p oe m" was written after the
author, himself (l ' psychotherapist,
had read a review article describing
several
inventive
''far
out"
approaches to psychotherapy.
A type of t herapy was conceived
involving wood
That , although it shouldn't,
I'm sure it could
Cure most all mental ills
and woes
Or at least make life a little
better as it goes.
The therapy sessions just
consist of throwing
Sawdust into the air,
as if it were snowing.
How the nut throws the dust
and how it falls,
Whether at the 'ceiling
or at the walls,
Is studied by an expert
who will
Say things significant
then send a big bill.
· If the analysis works
and the nut pays the fee,
He is surely in need of
more complex therapy.
The next step in therapy
involves equine dung
Whereby vaHous grades
of horseshit are flung.
The patient may pat out
cakes and take aim,
Or frantically scatter
horseshit without restrain .
The therapist who is
directing the slinging
Will have to have a
particular upbringing.

He must be well'trained
and be a real wit
But most of all he must
have a taste for shit.
This therapy results in the
release of much aggression
And usually eliminates all
but the first session.
If after one time the
·patient comes again,
He is most likely hopelessly
· insane.
The therapist too is a little
far out,
But his knowledge of wood
and dung is without doubt.
His training was lengthy
and throughout the course
He has busily filed
and followed a horse.
For him life was rough
not a glamor parade
As he slowly filled sacks
with the tools of his trade.
To be used by his patients
in hopes of a cure,
But all they'll get
is wood and manure.
However the patients
don't mind what they get,
They're used to analysis
and its never ending shit.
This makes the therapy
using dung and wood
Sound ineffective
instead of quite good.
Sure it sounds silly
and not very sound
Compared to other therapies
making the round,
But look at these therapies -what do you get?
Most seem no better than
throwing sawdust and shit.

* ** * ** **

If a therapist can't
endure this with a smile
He should stop the sawdust
and shit and do something
worthwhile.

MARKS SURGICAL
SUPPLIES, INC.
HOSPITAL, PHYSICIANS EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES
1 81 5 15th Street

Augusto, G.eorgio

February 1, 1973

Nurse's Night Out
In a previous issue of the
Cadaver, there was an article by
Wooten Mosely on a cadaver. This
particular cadaver was named
?yiodine, and
from
what I
understand, she really wrung the
hearts of certain med students. In
order to keep up the ongoing
tradition of cadaver stories, I would
like to offer my experiences :
When I started at MCG in the
summer of 1972, I walked around
the campus to find out how my
"home" for the · next four years
would look. I entered the R & E
building and walked down the hall
peeking into different rooms and
viewing the labs. I tried one door
and it was locked. Looking up at
the sign on the door, I discovered
that is the room where cadavers are
stored.
As a student nurse, my guts got
the best of me, and I wanted to see
the cadavers. Although this really
·wasn't such a morbid idea to me,
my friends didn't have the same
taste as I. As much as I wanted to
tour the gross anatomy lab, I wasn't
about to go alone.
One night I was studying in the
hbrary (I'm convinced that it is a
pick-up stop), and someone. came
over, sat dow,n, and started, "Hi!
I'm . .. " ·He then started talking
but I interrupted and asked , "Are
you a med student?" When he said,
"Why, yes", my eyes lit up and I
said, "How about taking me to see
the cadavers?"
That night, while lying in my
bed, all I could see were headless,

vaseline-smeared,
naked,
stiff
bodies. Believe me, though, I
enjoyed my visit. This was a new
experience, and I like to try new
things.
After I had been the first to see
the cadavers, all of my friends
wanted to go with me. I began to
enjoy pointing out severed limbs,
explaining terms, and watching
people's faces as they looked at the
dead bodies. Most everyone had a
good time, but there were a few
who didn't share my excitement.
My boyfriend came down from
Atlanta to visit me one weekend.
He is a first string football player
and prides himself on being a
"man" . I have never seen him so
silent as in the few minutes that we
spent with my new "friends". I'm
sure that he went home wondering
about my sanity, but I have met
alot of people ' in the lab, and they
seem o kay to me.
Of course, there were always the
stories these people told me of
skulls being used for ash trays,
scalp s helping out as decoration at
Halloween parties, and teeth being
used by the dentistry students. I
usually try to ignore these stories,
but they can make a person think
twice about . going out on a date
with a "strange" med student.
So, Modine and others, we will
be together for the next four years
helping the med students. Let's try
and do the best that we can.
Debra Harrison

Reflections

Amid the splendor of the recent
Coronation, replete with rented
Fleetwood Cadillac from the Ed.
Building to the Student Center
(four hundred yards), and a gold
medallion Mark Spitz would envy, I
prefer to co.mment. Only 800 loyal
subjects could fit into the Large
Auditorium, leaving many with the
old decision "TV or not TV" - to
quote the Bard, V. P. My four year
tenure here made me feei like a
peon. Perhaps others felt peed-on ,
too. But for only ten thousand
dollars, what could one expect.
That is too much Jack (Austin)
shining through, I think. And the
medallion ($4000) , by the vice
president of the Goldsmith's Union
of America. One cannot "create
tradition"
(quote)
with
a
medallion. Even God did not
attempt this in creation , being
knowledgeable enough to realize
that tradition must evolve over time
of its own merit.
Medicine,
not
medallions;
menstruation , not administration ;
and PPD in the skin, not under it.
Perhaps It should be the Regents
who revive the recently renovated
Remedial College of Georgia.
So now, 800 have seen, and
countless thousands heard of, the

end of one Presidential Dynasty
PD)
and
now
(abbreviated
hopefully will encounter another
ten years of expansion (increase in
girth, girder, and both kinds of
mortar boards.) At tim es, it takes .
one PD-attrition to help us
surge-on.
Let's let Medicine turn on and
Public Relations, Jack off.
And, I. still do not consider it
nice Curtis C. to keep the masses
only watching on TV.
B. T. Scribner

IN THE
JOCULAR VEIN
The new bride went into the
drug store and asked for a bottle of
men's deodorant, so the clerk said,
"The ball type?" and she said, "No,
for under his arms."

* * * * * * *

A health addict was telling a
friend why he is so wide awake in
the morning. "I've found that the
best way to start a day is to
exercise for five minutes, take · a
deep breath of air, and finish with a
cold shower. Then I feel rosy all
over." The friend iuuked interested :
"Tell me more about this Rosy. "

